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Comments: This proposal is and if put into action will be a devastating disaster to the environment, atmosphere

and secluded nature of Holland Lake. I have been given the amazing opportunity at birth to enjoy the serene,

beautiful, majestically naturally crafted oasis that is Holland Lake every summer (sometimes even winters) for 36

years. My childhood was spent in the crystal clear waters for hours at a time. Now my children have the

opportunity and pleasure to experience the amazing and wonderful bits of the untouched nature that is Holland

Lake. If I haven't said it already, this is my happy place, the place I go to to escape from our hectic world, the

place my family has gatherings, the place that is unlike any other. We have had weddings, celebrated

anniversaries and graduations, and reminisced of the grandparents that purchased the loft up on ol' Holland lake

60+years ago for their future generations to enjoy and cherish.

If this proposal is put into action Holland Lake as I know it will be lost forever. No more will there be crystal clear

waters for my children to swim in, no longer will it be a serene untouched oasis. There will be no more joyous

celebrations reminiscent on the grandparents that hoped we enjoyed the untouched splendor for generations to

come, but rather somber conversations about what Holland used to be like, before the tractors, bulldozers and

machines came to distort and manhandle to create a large resort for out of state visitors. I and my future

generations will never be able to look through the crystal clear waters but rather we will be forced to wade in slug

and algae from all the unnecessary pollution brought on by the expansion to cater to the rich and out of state

visitors that will bring their ski dos, and motor boats. Holland Lake is small and with the addition to more visitors it

will take no time to taint the serene crystal clear waters. 

 

I implore better yet I'm on my knees begging you! Please for the sake of the environment, my children and all our

future generations, do not go through with this proposal!!! This will be a devastating disaster of epic proportions

to my happy place. 


